RECOVERY THROUGH
GENUINE CONNECTIONS

TalbottRecovery.com
706-223-6002

A WELLSPRING OF HEALING
Tucked near the lakes of Fountain City,
Talbott Recovery’s Columbus campus
provides patients with a therapeutic
environment for restoration and growth.
Just 90 minutes southeast of Atlanta,
we’re perfectly situated to serve the Fort
Benning, south Georgia and Auburn,
Alabama areas. As patients embark on
their personalized recovery plans, they
lay a foundation for true renewal in their
everyday lives.
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A CUSTOMIZED TREATMENT
EXPERIENCE
The road to substance abuse recovery
can be different for every individual.
Because we recognize and celebrate
each patient’s unique strengths and
needs, we create individualized treatment
plans to address your specific issues
head-on, providing treatment that
is motivating and effective. Talbott
Columbus offers both day and evening
Intensive Outpatient Programs as well as
a PHP with Sober Living option.
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WE KNOW WHAT WORKS

ABOUT YOUR RECOVERY PATH

When you or a loved one needs help,
it’s important to choose a trusted
program. Research shows that our
approach to treating the whole patient
provides the best possible chance of
long-term recovery. Talbott Columbus is
dedicated to serving our community with
evidence-based, integrated treatment
that addresses both addiction and
co-occurring mental health issues like
trauma, anxiety, bipolar disorder or
depression.

Because we’re committed to
comprehensive, patient-centered care
for both substance use and underlying
mental health conditions, we are not
only able to address surface problems,
but also get to the root of addiction. Our
range of services includes Ambulatory
Detox, Medication-assisted Treatment
and programs specifically for young
adults, nurses and military personnel. We
also offer holistic and recreational therapy.

Cheryle Sapp, Director
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OUR TEAM

THE FRN DIFFERENCE

Our staff consists of licensed master’s
level therapists and board-certified and
American Society of Addiction Medicinecertified physicians with expertise
in treating addiction and associated
psychological problems. Led by Clinical
Program Director Cheryl Sapp, the Talbott
Columbus team is committed to the
highest level of care. You can trust them
to assess your situation and make the
proper treatment recommendation.

Talbott Recovery’s Columbus campus is
part of Foundations Recovery Network.
Our programs have been cited as the
“gold standard” in the behavioral health
industry, classified in the top five percent
of treatment programs according to
the Dartmouth Psychiatric Research
Center. FRN provides a full scope of
services and levels of care for those
in need of treatment. Find out more at
FoundationsRecoveryNetwork.com.

TALBOTT COLUMBUS
1200 Brookstone Centre Parkway
Suite 210
Columbus, GA 31904

TalbottRecovery.com
706-223-6002

A proud member of
Foundations Recovery Network.

